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Miss FTU

Miller Asks
Education Bill
To Be Killed
A Student Government Senate
resolution calling for change in the
block teaching schedule for the
College of Education "is in the
process or being . withdrawn"
according to the bill's sponsor
Education Senator Debbie
Hanshew.
The resolution was one part of a
two-part package calling for one
day off per week for students in the
education block; and additional
credits for teaching students, which
passed the senate November 18.:
According to Miss Hanshew,
unknown to her at the time of the
bill's passage, Dean of Education
Calvin C. Miller "had already made
preparations to give junior interns
in the education block a day off."
"For this reason," she said,
"Dean Miller requested that I
withdraw the resolution. It will
probably be necessary to draw up a
second bill requesting that the
resolution be made void."
"I hope to do this within two or
three weeks," said Senator
Hanshew.
The second resolution calling for
an increase in credits from two to
three hours for student teaching has
been taken under advisement by
Miller, who has planned to appoint
a committee composed of faculty
and possibly graduate students to
examine "the overall view of the

Given Money
By ·sG Senate
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(Continued On Page 5)

Apartments
To Be Built
Monogram Land Co. announced
plans this week for a 50-unit
apartment complex to be built
north of the FTU campus.
Ground-breaking for Village Oaks,
as the complex will be named, will
begiri in late February or early
March, according to Don Tauscher,
spokesman for the land company.
The complex is to be located
two miles north of the FTU
boundaries at the intersection of
Alafaya Trail and Red Bug Road.
. The project covers 37 acres, 20 of
which will be utilized for the
projected apartment units. The
remaining 17 acres are zoned for
commercial use, and will be
designed to serve the tenants and
surrounding areas.
The apartments are to be
designed in the "cluster housing"
fashion, said Tauscher. "We got the
idea from the University of
Minnesota area, where it has been
very popular with the students,"
added Tauscher.
The cluster housing concept
allows maximum freedom and a
"homey" atmosphere, according to
the land company spokesman. The
bedrooms, which will have separate
entrances, will be divided by a
living area and a pullman-type
kitchen. The design will
accommodate from two to six
students per unit, according to
Tauscher.
Recreational facilities will
include pools, recreation rooms and
much open space for football games
and other such sports.
"We are also considering our
own transportation system to and
from the university, if growth of
the area dictates the need," said
Tauscher.

By Beth Weilenman
A bill to appropriate $380 from

reserve funds for tuition for Susan
Autrey, the current Miss FTU, has
been passed by Student
Government Senate and signed by
SG President Frank San try.
The bill, first read January 6 and
passed January 13 at regular senate
i
meetings, was proposed by Senator
lf
Lee Constantine (General Studies)
after a misunderstanding arose
concerning the duration of the
scholarship.
The FTU Foundation, which
had undergone a change of
directors, had given only one
quarter's tuition to Miss Autrey.
She and several contestants and
other students contended that the
scholarship was for a full year.
The change of directors of the
FTU Foundation took place whei:i
the first president, Judge Charles
Andrews, died. Allen Trovillion was
selected as successor to Judge
Andrews May 14, 1970.
PRESIDENT CHARLES Millican presents Student "Project 7th of March," a statewide student primary
Miss Autrey was questioned by
Government Senators Joanne Puglisi and Bill to be· held the week before the actual presidential SG, and several senators checked
Castellano (right) with a letter of endorsement for preference primary.
contestant applications, press
releases and contracts signed by the
contestants.
According to Bill Castellano,
senior senator in the College of
Social Sciences, a student who
helped coordinate the 1971-72 Miss
FTU Pageant said Miss Autrey had

Askew Asked To Proclaim
'7th Of March Day' In Sta t e

· A resolution which would urge
Governor Reubin Askew to
proclaim March 7 "Project 7th of
March Day in Florida" was
introduced on the floor of the
Florida Senate last week by Senator
Bill Gunter, as his way of
supporting the 'straw vote'
movement which originated at
FTU.

the presidential primary elections interest has been generated for
national news coverage. Bill
the following week.
Castellano and JoAnne Puglisi,
Presently there are more than 37
colleges which are presently Student Government senators, are
involved in the proJ!ram, and the originators of the plan.
Orlando Mayor Carl T. Langford
has proclaimed the day "Project
7th of March Day" in Orlando.

'
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Gunter's Senate resolution
which will do the same thing for in
Florida, says that this activity
"offers the opportunity to show
the true spirit of Florida co)lege
students working together within
the system and demonstrates tb all
concerned that they are willing to
SUSAN AUTREY
organize beind sound goals and
signed
a
contract
guaranteeing her a
TELETHON ACTS NEEDED ' ideals: .. "
one quarter scholarship.
r
Castellano said in a statement
rp
rp
The 17th annual Cerebral Palsy
The most recent endorsement
Omlllf{ .I 0 .I eC
Telethon will be held February 12 for the project came from President Tuesday, "My investigation has
The circus is coming to town. and 13. The Telethon will be aired Charles N. Millican, who told produced the following details:
Look to the future for "Stop the continuously for 18 to 20 hours Castellano and Miss Puglisi in a First, Student Government has no
World I Want to Get Off," the- over WDBO-TV, ·channel 6, from Jetter, "You are to be commended record of a contract ever being
musical which will be presented the Orlando Municipal Auditorium. for your fresh and imaginative signed by Susan Autrey; second,
February 3, 4 and 5 in the Science
Jack Drummond, a director of approach to the registration and the student coordinator could not
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
the Telethon, has set a goal of active participation of your fellow produce a copy of the contract, and
Advance tickets are available at $1 5 0, 0 0 0, and has said students in the electoral process by third, no mention of a specific
Streep's and at Student approximately 30to40actswillbe which we govern ourselves and scholarship amount was carried in
Government. Tickets are $1.50 for needed for the show. Talent bring about meaningful change in the FuTUre or in official university
adults and $1 for students. There is auditions will be held Sunday and our society. dn behalf of the FTU press releases on the Pageant. For
no admission charge for anyone January 30. Acts will be scheduled community, please accept our these reasons I have concluded that
from FTU. Tickets will also be sold according to the length of each and official pleasure and endorsement." the suggestions that there was a
at the door.
all talent is welcome, he said.
contract signed cannot, at this
The Orlando Sentinel, in a point, be supported by facts."
Expect an excitingly different
All persons interested in
approach to the musical, said auditioning for the Telethon may December 31, 1971editorial. voiced
Should a written and signed
production director Mrs. Frances call 896-0451 to receive an audition a point which has been under much agreement be found and presented
Johnson. Director of music is time. Auditions will be held in the discussion by political spokesman to SG, however, the bill would be
Richard Schoenbohm, and Orlando Bahia Shrine Temple. A in Florida.
.rescinded.
technical director is Jim Fay.
rehearsal piano player will be
The bill now is being sent to Dr.
"It should be interesting, " reads Rex Brown, vice president for
Cast includes the chorus: Diane available upon request.
the editorial, "to compare the student affairs, to be approved.
Davis, Sharon Kiefer, Debby Storet,
March 7 trial heat with the real Money will have to be requisitioned
Mary Fran Mc Hugh, Phyllis
OPERA LECTURE
thing on March 14 in those and will be awarded directly to Miss
Shangraw and Laurie Ward. Jane is
Lila Casselberry, Susan is Susie
The music department will host comm.unities where collegians Autrey through financial aid. SG ·
Lancaster, Evie is Cheryl a lecture and slide presentation on outnumber the permanent voter President Santry said that the
Caroncino and Littlechap is Vince the Verdi opera "Rigoletto" by residents. It is possible. . . that in proces.5 may be completed ·by the
Santo. Assistant director is Sandy Mrs. John DeWitt Peltz 11 a.m. the final seven days there niight be middle of next week.
There may not be a Miss FTU
Atkinson; assistant technical Tuesday in the Engineering a tremendous candidate switch
among voters.''
(Continued On Page 5)
director is Kathy Wagner.
Auditorium.

"Project 7th of March" is a
bipartisan drive to stimulate voter
participation among Florida's
newly enfranchised 18 to
21-year-old college voters.
The ballot for the voting will be
exactly the same as the ballot for
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JftiWlltre £intnrtats
Phase II: Miss FTU
Rumor has it (a favorite phrase of reporters when no decision has
been made) that there will be no Miss FTU contest this year. Assuming
that this is correct. since SG has allocated no funds to the production
of a contest, one might easily surmise that someone has embarked on a
..Cut the Traditions" campaign.
SG and VC motives in this and the homecoming weekend are
honorable. As usual, they are trying to appeal to the largest number of
students and at the same time, not spend too much money. But with a
budget of $120,000 (SG), nearly any cut in the allocations appears as
little more than a shave.
It has been estimated that a Miss FTU Pageant would cost
approximately $2,000. Perhaps this figure was suggested to spare SG
from getting involved in another tuition hassle with the FTU
Foundation. The $2,000 would surely cover both the contest and
tuition for one year.
The sad fact of the matter is, the Village Center and Student
Government are the only student-oriented organizations with the
money or power to arrange and sponsor activities of this nature. So if
both groups decide to chuck something. it is forgotten. Even though
the latter group is spending student money, that small number of
senators ean, in one shot, completely' dissolve something that many
people may be expecting and anticipating. And it is beyond even our
expectations that every senator would survey the students in his college
on a given subject, so we cannot accept the idea that complete lack of
interest is the motivating factor.
·
Obiviously l&ck of interest on the part of the senate enters into the
problem. There just might not be any senators interested in spending
the time n~essary to produce a good pageant. But that is hardly cause
to ~gnore th~ existence of the contest.
We were under the impression that SG was created to handle these
projects. Those persons are supposedly motivated toward coordinating
programs of this type. If SG is unwilJing to spend its time on these
activities. it would benefit them to let their decision be known in time
for someone else to do the work.

A Matter Of Opinion
Gabriel Yoni, a native of Lebanon, has been in this country for four
years. A Matter of Opinion will be a column, it is hoped, that wJ11 give
some· insight from a slightly different point of view into many of the
-topics that are of primary interest to college students today. Pollution,
religion, art, politics and student affairs are but a few of the many
topics-that may be explored in this column.
Students who would like to discuss the column with Yoni or who
have suggestions for it may contact him in the FuTUre office, LR 213.

By Gabriel Yoni
Most of us are still trying to grasp the idea of the world today. How
it is, and how we would like it to be. We blame generations past and go
along with the system. We call ourselves intellects, wanting to change
the world; we refuse to be labeled and we are the first to label, "the
est.ablishment, the system, the old generation ..... "
As a French writer once said, "Il faut que jeunesse passe," youth
must follow its drives from its inner springs of torment, wants and
energy. And supposedly one day we willl be part of that same system
we so much try to put down.

But does it have to be that way? Are we so much in need of an
identity that we will hold on to any passing rage for changes? What the
youth is going through today is somewhat similar to what the youth of
the 19th century went through. They turned on to drugs, they
undermined their own revolution, and something good came out of it.
They gave a new trend to culture, they created a new concept of
literature, and just to name a few: Chateaubriand, Verlaine, Lamartine,
Baudelaire. We need to be involved, to be part of something, to give
.rather than to receive first. We need to get out of our apathy.
This is the year for politics. All candidates willl be blasting us with
facts that are of interest: pollution, poverty, education, unemployment,
foreign affairs and the everlasting war in Southeast Asia.
What most of them will be doing will be just stating facts with an
illusionary solution. Politics is the game, and how well can you build up
your image is how well you will do. And what will be the outcome, the
aftermath of all those scholarly speeches and promises? Are we so much
trapped in our own system that, like the sheep of Panurge, we will
follow whoever is leading us? We need more spirit among ourselves to
compete with the world we want so much to change. Politics may be
the name of the game, but speak up and dare is the game of life.
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Article On Corne I I
Wins Compliment
Dear Editor:
I would like to t.ake this
opportunity to compliment you on
your excellent article in the
January 7 FuTUre dealing with
Richard A Cornell, director of
instructional media. It certainly did
honor one of our finest faculty
members, one whose loss will
certainly be felt in many circles of
the uni~ersity community.
Dunng my two and a half years
h e~e ~t Florida Technological
University, I have had several
o~portunities to work and socialize
with Mr. ~mell and I have alwa~s
held nothmg but respect for his
innovative teaching methods, his
willingness to help and his
open-minded 'philosophy in life.
Thanks again for this fitting
~ribute to a deservedly respected
mstructor.

large appropriations bill for an FM
station, which I was pleased to
cosponsor. The bill was a call for the
university to begin planning for the
innovation of this overdue project.
I hope the university will move as
quickly as possible towards solving
the funding problems. Student
Government could not handle a
$120,000 appropriation for the
stion, nor could the university.
There are ~ means to solve the
financial problem. The Senate is
becoming increasingly program
oriented, and I believe that favorable
ac~on would .be ~e~ on a bill to
assist the station within reasonable
limits.
.
My thanks to the committee for
its report favoring the st.ation. Many
stu~ents have . pushed for tthe
station, and then request adds up to
a big plus for FTU.

(ampus
~Glances
WOMEN'S CLUB

The FTU Women's Club held an
informal coffee honoring the wives
of new faculty members yesterday
at the home of Mrs Harry Hall
from 10':30 a.m. to n~n. Greeting
the newcomers at the door were
club president, Mrs. Ralph Boston
and honorary president Mrs
Charles N. Millican. In addition
the newcomers attending were
wives of the vice presidents and
deans.
The next social function of the
Paul Gougelman University Women's Club will be a
President Pro Tempore, luncheon noon Wednesday at the
FTU Senate Ramada Inn :East. Tickets for the
Primary Resolution
luncheon may be purchased at the
door by ~embers without advance
reservations.
Richard J. Junkins Set For Introduction
President, IFC
Dear Editor:
LEARN "COLLAGE"

Gougelman Praises
/

FM Station Report
Dear Editor:

u;

I am pleased to be able to
Jerry Brownell is teaching
inform you that the Resolution for collage Monday, Tue~day . and
Project 7th of March Day in Florida Wednesday at 3 p.m. m Village

~n8:robde:~ti~~~pared and is ready for c,:~~~: :b¥5~4.

I know you have worked hard
on this project and_ I intend to
The recent report issued by the support your efforts m every way
university ad hoc committee on an possible.
educational FM stati9n is the
beginning of a tremendous project.
Bill Gunter
The project to construct an FM radio
Senator,. 18th District
station will not be easy. Funding is
the greatest immediate problem. T.o Panhellenic Holding
construct a decent FM operation
which can be heard by the populace
Open Sorority Rush
of Greater Orlando,
will cost as
high as $120,000. Another obstacle,
The FTU Panhellenic Council is
bes·ides funding, is obtaining currently sponsoring open sorority
permission from the FCC to rush, which wilJ continue through
broadcast.
winter quarter. Open rush is an~
In spite of the great obstacles, I informal unstructured rush in
think it will be one of the greatest which interested girls are not
things to happen to FTU. The required to attend parties in order
station has great capability to be a to pledge.
public relations instrument for the
Rushees register at the Dean of
university. To many area students Women's office. The four sororities
not living on campus it will provide a will have three days in which to
means to receive up-to-the-minute meet the rushees and will then
reports and news concerning the extend bids. The rushee will sign a
campus. Its programming can be preference card and bids will be
geared to provide radio matched.
entertainment of a quality that
The purpose of open rushing is
Orlando is not acquainted with. The to give sororities the opportunity to
station should prove to be very increase their membership without
educational to all students a formal rushing period. Interested
(especially communication girls may sign up any time during
students). A student can receive the quarter.
on-the-job training in his major.
Informal rush will be held spring
WFTU personnel have pushed for quarter, giving rushees an
a long time for the FM concept. Last opportunity to attend informal
year the Senate acted by passing a parties prior to pledging.
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SG Senate Expulsions
Create 4 Vacancies
The Student Government Senate presently.has a total of 11vacancies,4
of them expulsions, 2 resignations and the other five are vacancies never
filled after the fall elections.
Bob Hutchinson, senior senator
(Education), was officially expelled preceding quarter."
from the senate Thursday, Jan. 13,
"This means, in effect, said SG
when he was charged with his President Frank Santry, that a
fourth .unexcused ·absence. A student could have a 3.5 overall, get
statute presently calls for expulsion below a 2.0 for one quarter, and
whenever a senator is charged with immediately be ineligible to hold
· "in excess of 3 unexcused office."
absences."
San try has requested a study of
According to SG President this "previous quarter rule."
Charles Simpson, senators who are
"It seems silly," he said, "that a
expelled for absences may appeal student cannot be responsible for
the case to a special senate his own academic career, so I have
committee. Hutchinson has this asked Student and Academic
prerogative, said Simpson.
Affairs to review the policy."
Senators who were expelled due
Vice president for student affairs
to failure to maintain. a 2.0 W. Rex Brown said that "if it i&
grade-point average include Kevin decided to change the policy, it wilt
Hopper, junior senator (Education); necessitate a revision of the
;!\~J:.),_' ,I( I 1
Vickie Rhodes, freshman senator handbook before the policy can go
extinguishing the last of the blaze which destroyed all
(Humanities), and Roberta Thomas, into effect.''
his clothes, books and possessions. (Photo by Craig
freshman senator (Natural
The two senators who resigned
Powell)
recently were Danny Scott~
Sciences).
According to the present FTU sophomore senator (Education).
student handbook, "to be eligible who is now working full-time and: is.
for any position of leadership or unable to continue with his duties
responsibility in any recognized as a senator, and Bruce Gardner,
student governing group, sophomore senator (Engineering).
organization, publication or activity
"All 11 of the existing vacancies
ACTION APPLICATIONS
a student must" among other things must be filled by appointments
Freshman and sophomore students interested in submitting a project
"have a minimum GPA of 2.0 for the which must be approved by aon some aspect of engineering for National Engineers Week, February
Carol Ayers, former public
two-thirds vote of the senate,'" .said
20-26, may submit a brief project description to Dr. David L. Block of
volunteer agency member with
Santry. "We have received 3
College of Engineering, no later than today.
ACTION, the office formed after theThe
projects are expected to call - - - - - - - - - - - - - applications to this date, and
the merger of the Peac~ Corps and
encourage all students who are
attention to the theme of the 22nd members are participating through
VISTA, will be at the Village Engineer's Week, "Engineering... A the vario~ organizations, although
interested to apply, if they qualify,
Center next Thursday and Friday
at the Student Government offices
Better
Tomorrow
Through
FTU
presently
has
no
scheduled
Stuck
for
a
parking
space?
Try
to provide information· and help fill
Lot 200--or cycle to class, say in the Library."
out applications fpr persons Technology." Prizes will be special activities.
Students who wish to qualify foF
to
winners:
$50
first
After
today,
students
who
me~brrs
of Campus Security.
awarded
interested in participating in these
senate appointments must:
prizes,
$35
second
and
$15
third.
submit
project
descriptions
will
be
If
students
would_
use
Lot
2~0,
volunteer programs. '
(1). Be enrolled for a minimum
In Central Florida, the National notified when their projects will be loc~~ed near ~he physical education
Students unable to visit with ·Scoeity of Professional Engineers, presented for judging. This judging facility, P,ark1~g would. not be so of 12 hours each term during the
Miss Ayers while she is on campus, the Central Florida Chapter of the date will be near the end of crowded,
said Secunty officer academic year.
may obtain more information by Florida Engineering Society and January.
Don Lee. Lee added that Lot 200 . (2). Have a minimum GPA of
writing ACTION, 348 Peachtree St. professional and technical societies
Judges wb.o will be members of always has spaces available, even on 2.0 for the preceding quarter.
(3). Have a cumulative GYA and
..N.E., Atlanta, Ga., '30308 or by of engineering ar~ sp~nsoring the the Engineers Week Committee, the heaviest days, which are
an FTU GPA of at least 2.0.
calling toll free 800-424-8680.
· event. FTU en~meenng faculty will sel ec t wmm~g
· .
t
d
ts
aft
Mondays
and
Wednesdays.
s u en
er
( 4 ). Have no current disciplinary·
pi::t0ocioc:.oi:ao~OC11GCIOl'°i::t0oc10C:po1~0C11GCIOCx:lll::::IOl~OCIOl'°cte1»!J' evaluating each project, hearing oral
Traffic this quarter is running or academic restriction of any kind_
VISIT
presentations and questioning the about the same as last quarter, and
Also, students must be enrolled
students. A model or prototype of drivers have not "calmed down," as
J)
the project is desirable but not Lee put it. Lee said it takes about a in the class and college which they
wish to represent in the senate.
necessary. Decisions of the judges week or two for students to adjust
will be final.
to campus driving and parking.

Engineering Projects Sought
For February Competition

Parking Available
In Temporary Lot

l
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Controlled growth is predicted
for the new graduate programs in
psychology and communication,
according to Dr. Cabbot Jaffee,
coordinator of the Industrial'
Psychology Program. He said that
eight students are now fUll.y
participating in his program. Having
received 25 applications this year,
Jaffee said the program expects 50
applications during its second year,
with 10 students to be accepted.
The graduate program in
communication involves 11 regular

!~de~~s~u~n~ 0 p~o;;~i~:~al~~r~:~!

i' students, ' (those not seeking a

degree). Twenty full-time regular
enter the program

pu11s:naq1atp11a1 ap11w ptreq-sia:>p11f pU1l snaq uaa1aAf<lA-W!lJap paqsru~u11af-snaq students will

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . n e x t year.
Commenting on the success of
the communication graduate
program which he heads, Dr.
Robert Arnold said, "It's still a
little early, but we anticipate six of
our students will graduate in
August."
Minimum requirements for
entering both programs include a
3.0 grade point average during the
Tum your tape deck or casette recorder into
last two years of college and a score
of 1,000 on the Graduate Record
a sleep learning machine. To introduce our
Exam.
full MIND POWER PROGRAM, 10 students

LEARN WHILE YOU SLEEP I

will be accepted during January, 1972, only,
for training without charge. Also, we need 4
students for Public Relations work for 10
hours a month at $2.50 per hour. Phone
after 6:30 p. m. 323-5020, or write
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MENTA VIVO LOGY
Box 2031, Sanford, Florida 32771.

GAUDNEK ARTICLE

Dr. Walter Gaudnek of the art
department has had an article
entitled "Ontomorphism in Painting
Through the Use of the Horizontal'
and Vertical" accepted for
publication by the British art
periodical "Leonardo." This article
forms part of a series. It discusses the
interaction of chaos and order in art
and explains the way horizontal and
--------__."Vertical lines illustrate order.

=--------------....o.;;;,,,;;,m....0....-... . .
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Music Recital
Opens Season
Monday Night
The music department will open
its winter quarter recital season
Monday at 8: 30 p.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium with a
faculty chamber music
presentation.
The program will f eatu re Arpad
Szomoru, cellist, Mrs. Iris Kupfer,
n
nP!~is~, and Mrs. Sabina Micarelli,
v1ohmst.
Szomoru is conductor of the
onFTU .Philharmonic O~chestra a~d
Connects
I
an assistant professor m the music
By Fran Elliott
department.
Isn't it amazing how well information '~sinks in" when presented in an Mrs. Kupfer,. a Rollins grad~ate,
exciting and interesting manner? An example of this is shown at the Park h~ been an 1~structor of piano
TH~ MUSIC department's first recital of the winter season will
West movie theatre with the cunent feature, "The French Connection.'~ If with the music department for
feature
Arpad Szomoru, assistant professor of music, cellist; Mrs. Iris
you want to see "what's happening, Baby" with the Narco division of the three years.
.
.
A graduate of the Umvers1ty of Kupfer, pianist, and Mrs. Sabina Micarelli, violinist. (Photo by Ike
police in and about New York
City-this is the flick that tells it Narco agent as well as the life styles Minnesota, Mrs. Micarelli, wife of Spinos)
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case.
'
Set in vividly depressing areas of
New York much of the time, the
locales are strictly the real thing,
using excellent contrasts to help the
audience understand the life of a

Charles Micarelli, has studied at the
Paris C<;>ns~rvatory .of M~sic and
wa~ v1?lm solos1st. WJth the
Umvers1ty of Pans Chamber
Orchestra.

\

The story is based on "Popeye"
(the agent) and his associates who
actually seem to get a kick out of
"busting" people--guilty or
not-depending on their mood.
However, he happens on a big case

''[:',,~~

.
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now show~ng at the Park ~est
quite by accident and is determined
to carry it through to the end. In
truth, "Popeye" is hardnosed,
· persistent, and at times ridiculously
overboard in his endeavors. All the
same, it adds up to a fast-paced kit
of big-city excitement ending in an
old-fashioned car chase, shoot-out
and "rat" hunt.
The photography, which
certainly helps add to the realism, is
well done and interesting. It catches
shots which make you feel chilled
to the bone, exhausted, sad and
even empathetic with strange
situations. Somehow, though, it IB
distracting to have to read the
French dialogue on the bottom of
the screen for the little bit of
intrigue that the French language
added to the show.
The musical interludes, or lack of
them, add to the overall effect. The
language of the actors is certainly
blunt and loose, but so nicely
woven into their characterizations
that it is amazing how natural it
seems after a short while.
Three scenes which tend to
throw the viewers as they happened,
are a scene at an auto accident, a
scene in "Popeye's" apartment with
a pickup (he leans toward young
girls in high boots), and a scene
showing him soused in hIB favorite
bar. It doesn't take long to realize
that these are insights into the
personality and problems of the

"hero." Unfortunately, these
problems show up clearly in his
work. Even so, there are some
funny (though brief) bits
throughout · the movie, and Gene
Hackman is very believable in the
role of the agent.
A final note or two. The show
offers, without a doubt, one of the
wildest car (and subway!) chases
ever put on film, and even though
most people won't agree with the
majority of "Popeye's" police
tactics, they also cannot fail to
a ppr e.c i ate the difficult,
discouraging, never-ending job of
that man of many titles--the "cop."

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNJVERSITY
PLACEMENT CENTER
RECRUITING SCHEDULE-JANUARY 1972
DATE INTERVIEWING

ORGANIZATION

INTERESTED IN:

Mon.Jan. 24
Tues. Jan. 25
Thurs. Jan. 27

U.S. Mamie Corps
U. S. Marine Corps
VJST A/Peace Corps
(Action)
VJST A/Pe.ace Corp!;
(Action)
Florida Power Corp.

Officer programs.
Officer programs.
Business Admfoistration
Math, Science.
Business Administration
Math , Science.
Engineering (EE, ME)

Fri. Jan. 28
Fri. Jan. 28

SIGN UP FOR INTER VIEWS IN PLACEMENT CENTER - AD 225
NOTICE: St udents must register with the Placement Center before they may
interview.

the yoga teachings.
Emphasis in FTU yoga classes, ';::======:;:====;;:=======;;;;;~=====;;i
to begin 7 P.M. Wednesday, will be
centered on meditation exercises
and physical exercises. Meditation
exercises in LR 212 will be
concerned with strengthening
concentration which is essential to
studying. During meditation
exercises the individual will ahcieve
a stated of total relaxation.
Instructions will be given in
achieving greater flexibility of the
'\
\ '-..
..
body, which aids in coordination as
\:!'(
yj\
well as learning the proper
b.-..... an~ white glossie for newspaper
techniques of breathing. Those who
attend the classes are asked to dress
with wedding Ca// now
loosely and dine lightly at least one
hour prior to class.

834-2S2S
McCarthy Photo-Graphics Studio
Se inole laza
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Jack Taylor
Falcon
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The shop that caters to the Beautiful PeopJe.
and those who wouJd like to be ...... .
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STUPf TO WE R INC
YOU

Liberia

JEANS

18 Minuteman causeway Cocoa Bch. 783-1196

SKINNY RIBS

UNFINISHED FURNITURE
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LOW CUT CORDS
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ELEPHANT BELLS

BODY SUITS

-

Largest -selection in town

I 5 % OFF

and
Other nice things to cover your body.

to FTU STUDENTS

Mil.ls & Nebraska Lumber
1602 N. MiJls Orlando

Phone 843-2330

Come in and Dig it.
625 N. ·Atlantic Ave.
Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Ph. 783-6194

Winter Park Mall
Winter Park, Fla.
Ph. 647-6195

Merrit Square
Merrit Island, Fla.
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Sales Pitch Is Panic Tactic
Says Car Salesman Grindle

Education Bill
(Continued from fage 1)
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present program and reevaluate it."
·
Art Grindle's foreceful sales personal level and a one - to one
Miller expressed the opinion that
presentation is a result of panic relationship. I talk to the camera as !he current block teaching program
said the Orlando car dealer whil~ if it were my customer, and 1 say 1s the best wa~ to prepare the
By Ann Sperring
speaking to a speech and human exactly what 1 want to do __ 1 want stu~ent for teaching.
The program as offered was the
Three facts should be noted workers anticipate a 67 per cent rise
relations class. He addes that the to sell you a car,,
more commo11 style -- the ·~three Grindle has ~ degree in business result of c~l.ing upon ~xperience, when considering the future and in jobs. Community services, such
legged stool" image -- just was not and anoth . 1
H
.d h d
and of receiving suggestions of the jobs. One, there are more people as recreation, are stable as the
selling cars for him, so he threw not plan t~r
ha: ~mi~atf;~ State Department .or Education, looking for work than ever before. urbanization and rise in leisure time
away the scnpt and began a any time soon, however, "I'm doing educato:,s and ~lan~mg by the FT~ Two, many of these people are becomes common.
faculty'. he said. Our concern 1s well-educated. Three, many
. Clerical workers: A 33 per cent
campaign that has made him known all right where 1 am!"
all over Central Florida and has
O~ll
to provide the students with what professions are "drying up." Where rise is alloted to this group. Growth
made his dealership One Of the top y
JJ
OUr educators believe to be the best the jObS Will be iS Of prime Concern. in America Spawns paperwork that
10 Chrysler dealerships in the V
possible experience, and the current
The youth will have a corner on often outstrips efforts to "keep up
nation.
.l'
-1~
program is geared toward that end. the future job market. About 7 out with the filing." Electronic data
Grindle admitted that the "hard
The Village Center is again The program we have designed we of 10 new workers expected by processing operators will be in more
sell" approach and the gimmickry; offering cash to the person who will believe, is the best program for' the 1980 will be ages 16 through 34. demand than record - keeping
of stomping atop a used car does submit the winning proposals for a student and we are confident it They will be well-educated and personnel, secretaries and typists.
turn off some of the higher class non - classroom education al provides the best teachers."
specialized. There were 83.3 million Albeit stretching the classification,
audience. "But what alienates some program. Ideas are being sought
Miller also said that the current civilian jobs in 1970. By 1980 the systems analysts will experience a
stimulates others. Some of the best from students, faculty and staff.
trend is toward more student figure is projected at 98.6 million. whopping 183 per cent rise, with
customers are the middle class
The first winner in the program teaching and said there has been There will also be 15 million more programmers to enjoy a 129 per cent
people who are struggling to live." was Laurence Wyatt of the English "considerable encouragement" workers on the market. Is there a i n crease in need for
Young people are part of department, whose "Fiction, Film from the Florida State Legislature place for 15 million additional services. All of this, to be sure, is
Grindle's approach. "I never hire and American Violence" is set to to incorporate more and earlier workers? A breakdown of jobs dependent · on the ever-present
student teaching programs.
looks encouraging for some, computer.
anyone with experience. First, it get underway.
works. Also, a young person hasn't
The primary requirement for the
According to Miss Hanshew, the discouraging for others.
Sales workers: Jobs are expected
developed any negative thinking program is that ideas submitted for decision to give junior interns in the
Professional, technical & related to take a 30 per cent rise in this
and can abosrb more the basic consideration be educational in College of Education a day off "has workers: Jobs are slated to increase field, as more goods and services to
program. Young customers are nature and designed to assist gone into effect as of this quarter," by 50 per cent, making this the be sold will enter the market. The
drawn by many of the cars I have, academic development outside the and a decision on the alteration of fastest growing group. There is one only catch - a more educated public
and my young salesmen don't classroom.
credit hours is forthcoming from Qasic reason for this upswing, that that will be a lot harder to sell. The
alienate adults .. many 50 and 60
The cash prize of $750 is to be the committee appointed by Miller. being the emphasis now placed on days of million-dollar successes
the socio-economic progress in the almost overnight -seemingly
years - olds prefer young people." used by the person or persons who
In speaking about the success of develop the winning proposal to
U.S. More need for medical vanished, lost somewhere between
his approach, Grindle said, "The pay all expenses that may arise,
personnel,
the concern for the Consumers' Union and Ralph Nader.
(Continued from Page 1)
hard sell has honesty, integrity -- such as speakers, films and the like. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' environment, the need for work in
Craftsmen: Jobs are expected to
it's a forceful approach to attract
The deadline for submission of Pageant for 1972-73 since no funds oceanography will all ·serve to
take a 25 per cent rise for these
the buyer. I bring it down to a proposals is February 11.
were specifically budgeted for the provide more jobs.
r----------------------~---~con~~
Aooordi~ ~ ~~es
Th~e ar~ hown~ a few skilled workers. G~n_e 8!.e .the days
Simpson, SG vice president, almost
$2,000 is needed for the pageant,
The Graduate ..... .
and SG would be assuming the
scholarship costs.
Currently a committee is
considering the possibility of
appropriating funds for the contest.
The committee consists of
Freshman Senator Bill Druskamp,
Senior Senator Charles Black and
Freshman Senator Karen Gay. A
decision must be made soon,
according to Simpson, because the
Miss Florida Workshop will be held
this weekend. However, at
presstime no decision had been exceptions in this field. Teachers when the man with dirt on nis
announced.
are not needed in anywhere near hands was socially estranged.
the proportion they once were. Private carpenters , plumbers and
Where the need for doctors will other skilled workers often
Campus Glances ~suit in a 53 per cent increase of command almost absurdly high
Jobs and for oceanographers an 85 salaries. Of course such persons
percent . increase, the need for may not be employed year-round.
teachers m grades one through 12 is
More secure, but less lucrative, is
JACKSON COMING
Campus Coordinator Doug on~y allotted an \ 8 per cent rise. working for the government, which
Elliott announced today that Thmgs look a little brighter for is also experiencing a need for
Washington Senator Henry college a~d university instructors, skilled workers. Repairmen,
"Scoop" Jackson will be on the for there is a 38 per cent increase machinists and electricians are also
fields that can count on continuing
FTU campus sometime during the expected in that profession.
Students
flocking
to
law
school
work
as l~ng as "do-it-yourselfers"
month of February.
Jackson will speak to student on shoul? proceed with caution. turn into one-man disaster areas.
Managers and officials: Only a
the VC Green during his visit to Th:~ as only a 23 per cent increase
anticipated. ~ore than 100,000 20 percent rise is anticipated in this
campus, according to Elliott.
stud~nts ~pphed for only 35,000 field as business becomes bigger.
open~ngs m law schools, and the Offsetting the slack will be a rise in
LINDSAY COMING
final ir?ny ~ay be yet to come.
government hiring especially in
Enginee~ng,
a "sure thing" of salaried management specialists.
New York City Mayor John V. yesterday, is no longer a bonus
. .
Lindsay, declared Democratic baby. With cutbacks in government . Semi-skilled workers: A sm~l
candidate for president, wilJ be in spending, it has become as crowded nse.. of only 10 percent is
Orlando tomorrow at 1: 30 p.m. in as the teaching field.
ant1c1p.ated as technology gobbles
the Colonial Plaza Mall. He will be
Service workers: Jobs in this up the field. About the only sure
present at the 3: 30 p.m. grand field are alloted a 40 per cent rise. thin~ is truck drivers, and
opening of his campaign Tied hand-in-hand is the rise in the ~chm~ry operators. Even more
headquarters at 28 E. Washington professional and technical field. dismal IS the outlook for labore~.
St.
Skilled technicians with little or no A ~h.ree per cent growth rat~ 1s
college background often command anticipated,. as the. mechanical
McGOVERN COMING
much larger salaries than a graduate monst_ers dig out ditches, ~
with a master's degree. A few basic matenals ~d replace me~ on
reasons
·for this growth include ~e~bly h~esd. Whtaht h~rtsb ~s the
South Dakota ·Senator George
increased demand for better see man
oes . e JO. ioster,
McGovern will be in Orlando today hospital
and medi al
f
better and cheaper then his human
at 8 p.m. at the Washington Shores
c care, or more counterpatt
It's 100% Alpaca . . . which immediately
·
Association for Recreation, 3000 W. protective services as population
Farm workers and miners: A 26
makes it top drawer. But Lord Jeff fit and
Carter St., as part of his campaign for and urbanization lead to more
the March 14 presidential primary. crime and for more use of per cent drop is anticipated in this
styling there's a great dimension. You find
McGovern's appearance is open to recreational facilities. One fiel~ by 1980. Farming is a big
occu·pation in this field social business and a mechanized one.
all.
things like Raglan Sleeve~, the Turn-back
l r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - • M i n i n g is a dangerous field, and a
vanishing one.
Cuff, the Hip-Hugging Bottom. And the lavish
24 HOURS ·- 7 DAYS A WEEK
That's a breakdown of major job
assortment of colors. It's The Ultimate Carclassifications. One field overlaps
them all, and that's the
digan. $32.50.
government. Uncle Sam and his
Civil Service system is becoming a
well-paid field. Job openings were
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten up 65 per cent last year. This is not
to be confuse~ with those
1 acre fenced playground
unfortunates working on
hot lunches
government contracts. Ex-workers
PHONE
at Kennedy Space Center know
---------~--------------1
36_5_-_s_o2_3.__ _ __..._3_8_7_W_._B_ro_a_d_w_a..:;y...;.,_O_VI_E_D_O_, that field is not hot at the present.
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Wade Timpner, Randy Harvey, Jim show up and find out.
Congratulations go to three girls
Murphy, Jim Norris, Fred Delemos,
Greg Cordner, Joe Camp, Bo who were initiated into the
Pittman, Yates Rumbley and Tom Starduster organization last Sunday
night. The new little sisters are
Zedick.
After services a celebration party Anabelle Anderson, LeeAnn
was held at brothers Wayne Townsend and Jan Wisecarver.
Bennett, Craig Rich and Jim Morris'
apartment in honor of the new
brothers.
Thanks. ~e in. accord to all
The zeta Tau Alphas will get
brothers, httle s1ste~! . a~d Dr. together tomorrow night for a
Robert Bl~dsoe. Th~ ~mtiat1on was slumber party at the home of their
the finent m the trad1ti.on of PA~, a advisor, Lee Asbury. Also in the
me m o_r~ble occas10n ~h1~h planning stages is a Valentines' Day
exemphfJed the honor and d1gmty party, set for February 12.
of PAE.
.
Zeta pledges Kathy Brennan,
This qu~er also bnngs ne~ Colleen Henry, Becky Miller, Jan
offic~rs which are as f~llo~s- Pennington ~nd Roz Ridosh were
presi~ent, Jerry Frey• vic~ ribbon pinned in the Zeta colors
Pres 1dent, Way~e _Ben~ett, turquoise and silver last Saturday
treasurer, Steve Punfoy, assistant preceding the Panhellenic
t r e a s u r1e r , D a n H o d g e s ;
.
.
correspondent, Chris Johansen; candlehght cer~mony. Followmg
historian, Jeff Belote; recorder, Jeff the ceremony sisters and pledges
NolJe· herald Drew Janocko- celebrated at the Stone.
pledge' trainer, 'Jack Stacey; sociai . The official pledging ceremony
chairman, Joe Camp; service will be ~eld Sunda~ ~t 7 p.m:
ch airman, Randy Howey, and
Zeta 1s now p~1c1patmg m open
scholastic chairman, .Fred Delemos. rush and all girls mterested are
requested to sign up at the Dean of
Women'AffiA

This past weekend the brothers
held a retreat in New Port Richey.
The purpose of the retreat was for
the brothers to have fun and discuss
goals for the upcoming year. There
was plenty of fun, especially the
friendly ga'me of football that was
played on Saturday. The brothers
would like to thank Tom Keiser for
the arrangements and the brothers
who pr~pared the excellent meals.
It was also determined that this
weekend's door prize should go to
Bob Rodriguez.
The TKE basketball team started
the week off good with an upset
victory over PAE by the score of
35-29. The team was led on offense
by Don Jacobs, and rebounding was
excellent on the part of Denny
Harbison, Rick Keller and Larry
Mccorkle.
The brothers are proud to
announce the new officers of Tau
Kappa Epsilon for the coming year.
They are Don Jacobs, pryt.anis; Don
· Whitmire, epiprytanis; Heywood
Gordon, gramrnateus; Rick Schultz,
crysophylos; Robert Ryan, histor;
Mike Murdock, hypophetes; Eddie
Barks, pylortes, and Mark Denno,
Eta Rho chapter of Alpha Tau
.
.
hegemon.
Omega was host this past weekend
Tri Delta wel~omes their new
to the National President John pledges for the w1~ter quarter. The
Putman. Brother Putman is visiting pledges are Conme Perko, Tracy
all the ATO chapters in Florida Knowles, Teresa McNamara,
before returning to the National Rhonda Clark, Kim Faller, Laurie
This has already been an Headquarters in Champaign, Ill.
Merri.II, Janet Kinczel, Linda Mick,
extremely busy quarter for Tyes.
Poker Night is today starting at Margie Hamm, ~nette_ Alexa_nder,
The first week of classes three rush 10 p.m. There will be a rush party
Kathleen Denmson, ~ma Wilson,
practices were held to prepare for tomorrow at the house at 8 p.m. Jan Murdock, Bambi Campbell,
the hectic week ahead. And hectic "Tea and Crumpets" will be served
it was, with parties last Sunday, and "Nation" will supply the Sara Jo McLemore, Claudia McGee
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday music. A cleanup party is scheduled and Debbie Grunefelder. The girls
nights. Saturdays saw the for tomorrow morning to prepare re_ceived _flowers and a~e dinner
culmination of all the hard work, the house for the party that with the sisters ~o~day mght at the
alumnae adVIsor s house.
when bids were handed out to the evening.
Field se;retary Andrea Millard is
rushees. The sisters greeted the new
visiting the sorority for the next
pledges and then went to the
few weeks. She is st.aying on
candlelight ceremony in the
campus to help the girls learn the
Engineering Building. Following
Kappa Sigma's 1972 basketball ways of Tri Delta National
their initiation into Panhellenic,
Tyes pledges accompanied the season began in a winning note with Sorority.
Kerry Wrisley received the Sarah
sisters to Foxcroft for a reception a 59-24 drubbing of LXA. This
year's team, which is certain to Ida Shaw award Monday from the
in their honor.
Tyes pledges are Liza Young, improve on last year's record, is led sorority. She is now in competition
Sheila Wright, Shelley Wilson, by Paul Harkiewicz, Don Watts, for the National award for the Tri
charlene .Williams, Jacque Rick Smiley, Cliff Russell, and Tim Delta Ida Shaw award. ·This award
Thompson, Laura Owen, Jo Opisso, "the Stork" McClain. On the other is given to a girl for outstanding
Karla Nickell, Jan McCormack, end of the court, so to speak, is service to the sorority and the
Sharon Kiefer, Karen Kalberer, Kappa Sigma's number two team, campus.
N<!ncy Finch, Patty Feemster, Joan better known as Cossa's Raiders.
~
Driggers, Deb Batterson and The Raiders, under the guidance of
Lloyd "Little Adolf' Woosley, are
Teresita Antony.
Last Monday night, Tyes held a led by alm~st an~body.
Delta Sigma Pi performed
short meeting followed by the
Everyone is !emm.ded of ~he initiation ceremonies last Friday
official pledging ceremony.
BYOG party which wi~l be taking night and 13 new brothers have
After the ceremony the pledges plac~ at the house tomght. If you been welcomed into the fraternity.
held their first meeting. They don t know what BYOG means, Conimitulations are in order for the
received their pledge books and
· ., .were told what would be expected
::·~- of': them. The pledge program has
'·~· -6-:een completely revamped by
-~ Diana Prevatt, pledge trainer. The
::;', program stresses friendship and
. ,v
'!tf),,,'. '" _,...
.. sisterhood, instead of subservience.
~~~1
".Pledge officiers were elected also.
j/~
· They are:
Learn Sport
Jan McCormack, President;
.........J
Sheila Wright, Secretary-Treasurer,
PARACHUTING
and Jacque Thompson, Historian.
The pledges wil1 travel to
Tallahassee this weekend to support
FTU's wrestling team. There will be
a get-together this afternoon at
Boris' for all sisters and pledges
eligible to attend.
oldest and most experienced club in Florida offers expert
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following new brothers: John
Blackbum, Tee Bowen, Chuck
Caimes, Walt Hill, Joe Holder, Lyn
Knowles, Neil "Killer" Meyer,
Marlin N:mnan, Bob Powell, Don
Risteen, Bill Ross, Bob Searcy and
Bennie Wheller.
The rush program for this
quarter is in full swing. Two coffees
have been held, a professional
function at the Villa Nova last
Wednesday night, and a smoker last
night. From the turnout at these
functions another good pledge class
is expected. One rush function
remaining is the rush dance
tomorrow night at the Golfside
Villas Apartments recreation room
at 8 p.m. All brothers, rushees,
wives and/or girlfriends are
requested to attend. Rushees are
also invited this afternoon to join
the brothers for an afternoon of
asocial indulging'' at the Penny Pub
from 3-5 p .m.
Brothers are reminded of the
chapter meeting next Monday at
the Golfside Villas Apartments,
beginning at 7:30 p.m.

T E '¥ .
~

Tau Epsilon Phi again came out
in full force to attend last Friday
night's FTU victory over FIT
basketball game and to help little
sister cheerleader Carolyn Kerkow
cheer on the team and brother Dan
Rice.
This quarter TEP will again
participate in the Cerebral Palsy
Telethon. As in the past years, the
brothers will do whatever they can
in this charity drive.
January 12 alumnus Bart
Anthony and brother Bob Carroll
finished in first place among the
fraternities and third overall in
F T U' s D up l i cat e Br i d g e
Tournament.
The Amalgamated Tea Drinker's
Association of Ty-One-On wiJI
officially honor TEP for its newly
founded tradition of toasting with
tea, at a party being given this
Saturday at 8: 30 p.m. at the
Regency Apartments. Anyone
interested in rusing TEP is invited
to attend this banquet or call
277-.4684 a~d ask for Bob Carroll
or Bill Godwm.
Brothers receiving the Quasi

Moto Award this week are Rick
Bennett and Paul Woodson for
broadjumping.

Last Sunday night, the Delts
elected new officers to their
chapter: sergeant-at-arms, David
Taylor; chaplain-historian, Don
Hyneman; corresponding secretary,
Gary Andersen; recording secretary,
Kim Lish; treasurer, Joe Thomas;
second vice p~esident, Dennis
Greene; first vice- president, Fred
Romano, and president Paul
Reynolds. Congratulations to all
these men and a hope that they can
led the way to even bigger and
better things.
Delta Tau Delta extends its best
wishes and many, many thanks to
Richard A Cornell who is leavipg
them for "down-under'', i.e.,
Australia. Cornell has been the
"best advisor that any fraternity
could ever ask for," and heartfelt
thanks go out to him. Good luck,

Dick!

The brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi
would like to welcome Tom Paige to
the FI'U campus. Tom is a brother of
Gamma Theta- chapter of Sigma Chi
at the University of Florida.
Initiation ceremonies for the fall
pledge class will be held this
weekend, followed by an all-night
party at the home of Hugh King, a
Sig from Epsilon Zet.a chapter of
Sigma Chi from FSU.
Transportation to and from
Daytona Beach will be provided.
Several Sigs from FSU are
expected for the weekend of
festivities, returning a visit of our
National Affiliations committee
made to them last weekend.

SURPLUS WORLD
campers Headquarters
REAL Anny-Navy surplus and
plenty of it!
E. HWY

S~next

door to Ramada Inn

IF YOUTH BUT KNEW WHAT AGE WOULD CRAVE,
YOUTH WOULD THEN BOTH GET AND SAVE
(ENGLISH PROVERB)

May we help?

KENNETH I. GRUSHKA & ASSOC.
THE STATE LIFE 1NSURANCE CO.
3191 McGuire
Orlando, Florjda Suite 150

Ph. 843-6900

' - -.-.A.J.J .....

~AE

On the weekend of January 9,
Phi Alpha Epsilon started off the
winter quarter with the initiation of
10 pledges into brotherhood.
Services were held at Prince of
Peace Lutheran Church.
'T'hP. new hrothP.rs

training and low rates.
For information call:
Bill Goldhamme·r

are..ar;;~ollows:._. __~~----

671-5317 or Bob Faureau

894-7483
•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -........._

Campus Glances
SENIOR TEACHING
All students planning to
participate in the College of
Education senior year student
teaching for spring quarter 1972,
must submit their applications no
later than today, to GC 320.
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NSF Denies Physics Project · Funds
There will be no Projeet Physics problems facing other federal
this summer, unless FTU can agencies," said Dr. John Bolte,
dean of academic affairs. "They
provide the funds.
had too manh applications and
·
A request for money to the could only finance a few of them."
National Science Foundation
There is no ward yet about the
(NSF), which has funded the availability of finds for the summer
program in the past, has been institute for high ability high school
denied because of the "same money students.

The summer institute and Project
Physics are two of a three - part
summer program which also
includes an ecology session for
Central Florida biology instructors.
Project Physics is for high school
teachers in the United States and
.foreign countries who learn about
new physics programs.

~

Campus
~Glances

Poetry Of Photograp.h y Stresses Communication

MILLICAN DINNER

By Grace Kehrer

The essence of St. Francis of Assisi isresurrectedin the poetry and
photographs of Brother Bernard. Like Francis, Bernard sings hyms of
praise to sun, moon and sea. Both bring a s-Jnse of love into communion
with celestial brothers, sisters and heavenly father. Bernai:_d's poems are
songs of rapture simply sung, sincerely offered. Like the medieval saint,
Bernard's human feelings dominate his songs and the emphasis is on
communication, not poetic elegance.
As a messenger, Bernard carries his hymns of joy and thanksgiving
wherever he goes. Exploring this world he exposes slivers of vibrant life
for all to see. Being an articulate creative member of a pilgrimage band
that stretches back over the horizon into blinding sunlight and forward
into darkness, Bernard comments on his own quest, recording the sights
seen along the pilgrimage route. In time these entries, notions,
experiences, form a brilliant processional of impressions gu~ded by a
personal vision of God. Captured and made concrete, the assembled
become Brothers Bernard's thank offering to his God and all mankind.
From the line of march he notes the mother peering out from deep
Within the folds of age and spies God's divinity reflected in the eye of
the face of youth. In retrospect Brother Bernard senses quicksilver
flecks streaming out from the edges of the parade; sensations, memories
and wisdom flash momentarily against nothingness.
Interjecting a song to the sea, Bernard touches, tastes and hears the
ebb and flow of the ocean through a salt spray. Although undel'Standing
is artial, Bernard is overwhelmed b· the ex erience of the sea's silence,

the divine warmth.
Searching for the soul of man, the poet's eyes turn inward. The soul
Bernard seeks is described in his poetry and the vision in his heart is
held fast in the unblinking camera's eye.
In his "Last Will and Testament," Bernard prays to be returned to
the earth, scattered about the Universe, allowed to roam free. He sees
love becoming a vehicle to carry men to God. Man experiences God's
love in Nature God's multifaceted gift. Men seeking after God must
retrace their steps past each facet of the gift.

A dinner honoring FTU
President Charles N. Millican .will be
held February 9 at the Robert
Meyer Moto·r Inn, with over 4,000
invitations already sent out to
parents and families of FTU
students and alumni.
The dinner is being sponsored by
the Iiiends of the University, a
group formed several years ago by
FTU parents. The club has a
membership of 200 and hopes to
gain more through the dinner.
In addition to those invitations
in the mail, an open invitation to all
FTU alumni' in the area has been
issued.
Campus coordinators for the
dinner are Dr. Paul McQuilkin, dean
of men, and Mrs. Carol Wilson,
dean of women. Reservations must
be made by Wednesday and the
cost is $5 per person.

In an arena, bounded by time and space, men view the apsects of life
and death in every face. Youth, in its strength, hunger and fullness
struggles to live; caught midway between fragmented memories the
others are driven on.
'
In Man and Nature the. eternal cycle of birth, life and death lies just
below the surface; the shadow of resurrection.plays across every plane.
Men awake to the beauty of life, but at the moment of realization
anxiety, bewilderment and disillusionment enter.
'
Counterpoint to this reality, Brother Bernard offers the needlepoint
of the spider's web. A web embroidered in the warm darkness of night
against all discouragements, at daybreak it reflects the glory of the
dawn ... Brother Bernard answers St. Francis' "Canticle of the Sun"
with his own paean of priase. Together they thank God and
congratulate Man.

JILLY'S CLOTHES TREE
Jilly's has He & She
low-rise jeans in · cords and
denims 'in all the la test colors.
CAN YOU DIG IT?
Sanford Plaza, Sanford
Seminole Plaza. Casselberry

Jui
rm

CLUB

to

"MIAMI"

Thursday-Saturday Night
Beautiful Downtown
Sanford

MON . THRU SAT.

Sun.
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heard?
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Intramural Cage Play
For Week Announced
Jan. 24
Jan.25
Court I PAV II vs. GDI 3:50 p.m.
Court I CCC vs. B. Bomb~rs 3:.5 0
Court II FS II vs. FOWLICS 3:.50
Court II Outcasts vs. God s Children
Court I 23 vs. Cossa's Raiders 5 p.m. 3: 50 p.m.
Court II Phi S vs. MAFIA 5 p.m.
Court I Rasputin vs. TKE II 5 p.m.
Court II FS I vs. G. Disciples 5 p.m.
Jan. 27
Court I FS II vs. GDI 3: 50 p.m.
Court II PAE II vs. MAFIA 3: 50 p.m.
Court I FOWLICS vs. Cossa's Raiders
5 p.m.
Court II 23 vs. Phi S 5 p.m.

Jan. 26
Court I LXA vs. ATO 3:50 p.m.
Court II KS vs. TKE 3: 50 p.m.
Court I SSX vs. PAE 5 p.m.
Court II DTD vs. TEP 5 p.m.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n11UDnn111nnn

NON-CONTACT SPORT?-Pete Haas (No. 34), FTU center, mixes it
up with FIT players in battle for rebound in last week's win at the Lake
Highland Prep Gym. He got the ball and was fouled in the process.

FTU Teacher Captures 2nd
In Local Tennis Meet
Six people associated with FTU
participated in the 45 annual
Florida State Invitation Tennis
Tournament, held at the Orlando
Tennis Club this past weekend·. Dr.
Lex Wood, FTU's varsity tennis
coach, and five of his players
entered. They were Mike Dezeeuw,
Craig Linton, Charlie Herring, Jim
Kelahar and Nat Smith.
Although FTU came home with
no first place tropbies, they did
manage a second place in the
doubles competition.
Wood and Dezeeuw were the
only two to enter the singles
competition. Both were eliminated
in tough matches.
Dezeeuw and Linton teamed up
for the doubles competition but
were beaten by Zulata and Olivera,
two of Ecuador's finest tennis
players. In fact, Zulata is a
two-time winner in the singles
competition and is the defending
champion of the tournament.
Before they were beaten and

the

flash!

RECORD BOOK

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111111

FTU's Basketball Knights
triumphed over Bloomfield College,
N. J., Wednesday night with a score
of 83-51.
·
1111111mnnnmnnmmnm•nn1mm111nn11m11111m

eliminated though, Dezeeuw and
Linton knocked off Canada's Mike
Belkin and Puerto Rico's Sergio
Rodriguez.
Wood teamed with Bill Tynan of
Tennessee and managed the second
place finish in the doubles. After
conquering thr¢e opponents, the
two met up with Olivera and
Zulata.
The South Amei:icans were too
much to handle, and Wood and
Tynan lost in straight sets, 6-2, 7-5.
A copy of the FTU tennis
?chedule is found on page 10 of this
issue.

A determined FTU wrestling team
made a match of it for a while, but
finally ran out of steam and dropped
a 31-12 decision to powerful
University of Florida here late
Tuesdaynight.
Wrestling coach Gerry Gergley's
matmen trailed 13-12 with only
three matches left. However, they
dropped all three and sustained the
loss.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll
Intramural basketball has started.
Early picks are for ATO, TKE and
Faculty-Staff. But from where I sit,
the GDI team looks the best. They'll
do anything to win.

Q

0

Q~~
-~~.--....

Q

Cheaper
in the long run
Gas will never cost you
much. (You'll get up to
27 miles to the gallon.)
And the amount of oil
you use is like a drop in
the bucket.
(It only
takes 2. 7 quarts and
almost never needs more
between changes.>
And the engine is
air-cooled, so you don't
have to spend a red cent
for anti-freeze or rust
inhibitors.
And you get more than
your money's worth out
of a set of tires.
But don't think buying
a new Volkswagen is just
another
get-rich-quick
scheme.
You have to wait until
the second set of tires
wears out.
1

~~E t..ONGEST RUN
FROM SCRIMMAGE 115

Yos (sTAR:rE.o F~oM BEM1No

1"ME GOAL- L-INE)

LOUIS

BY A

YAt...E PLAYER WYL.L-YS
IERRY 8ACKIN 1884--
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VOLKSWAGEN
The Atlantic Tide Is Rising

Atlantic.
National Bank
of Winter Park

OTO Champs
In Vo!leybaU

-and-

Atlantic Bank of Orlando

Delta Tau Delta has captured the
FTU Coed Volleyball championship
for this year. In games played
earlier in the month, DTD defeated
the Faculty Staff team in a two
out of three tournaments, 15-12,
7-15 and 15-8.

-coming soon-

Westside Atlantic Bank

Members of the winning team
were Bob Smedley' LeAnne Winkel,
Patsy Hume, Sue Frost, Dwight
Taylor, Steve Newsome, Don
Hyneman and Ann Kennedy.
FTU TOOK aii easy victory over Florida A&M last week at the Lake
On the losing Faculty-Staff team Highland Prep Gym. The going was not so easy Tuesday night as the
were Pam Burke, Ken Renner, Tim
Knights dropped a tough match to the Gators from the University of
Gillis, Karen Zimmerman, Joan Florida.
Caisse and Dee Glisson.

t************************'
Atten..!on Peanut Butter Addicts·. !
!
Is your peanut butter suffering from the blahs?
*
#
*·
*4it
-'it..

The lireen Eagle
GOLF & TENNIS SHOP

Sportswear Equipment

"

l 0% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS
Aloma & Hwy. 436

(Behind Frisch's}

Winter Park

""("S"

"'i'1"

...tL

....,_
...,-

""("S"

.r..?-.
?J"'

\\\
IJI
!
l\~
J/, :::

671 -3336

u

...,-

A~~~~~~~~~---------------~--------~,

the winners by the intramural
department.

-·~

f*

Then chances are you're not using Organic Peanut Butter.
h
Ti ere really is a taste difference in Organic Peanut Butter
try it! Perhaps your thing is organic honey, or organic tea;

~~L~w~~~~~~~

everything natural from organic eggs and bread mixes to
sunflower seeds and natural vitamins. Even Hain cosmetics.
Come by and see us. Delight your palate, and your body
with good things from

STAINLESS

Den by
Arz berg
Block
Villcroy & Boch
Mikasa
Rorstrand
Iron Mountain
Mancioli
Ernestine
Arabia

Lauffer
Gense
Georg Jensen
Gerber

10% off to all who oresent this ad with purchase.

644--8529

.....******"***'*'**••

~·****

GLASSWARE
littala
Milnor
Courac
Cent rum

CUSTOM C L EANIN G AND

Two locations in Winter Park:

THE PRADO
333 Park Avenue North
647-0969

SEMORAN VILLAGE
Hwy . 436 and Aloma Ave.

S~ortswearCustom

Alterations,
Seamstress Work,
Tailoring and
Dressmaking
done on premises ...
FINISHING
by expert

Designing and Accessories

114-A Park Ave. South in Greenda Court
Winter Park, Florida phone 64 7-8707

!

::

~Ii!rlc~~n~mel ~h;fft I

Informal Contempora ry
Dinnerware and
Table Accessories
CHINA

...f.L

""("S"

A.LOMA .AT 436

WINTER PARK.

*
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· Complete Stock of
C-TH RU Popular Priced
Drawing Aids

Kn·ights ·Breeze ·In Doubleheader
Clark Nets
32
Points
In R
0 mp

Matmen Stomp

R!!~e!;h. H;.~;ng

team

demolished the Florida A&M
Rattlers 46-8 last Friday night in the
Lake Highland Prep Gym.

The FTU Knights jumped to a
13-0 lead and never let up last
Friday night as they went on to
pound the Florida Institute of
Made of crystal clear plastic
Technology (FIT) 125-66. The
for scholastic and voc;atiogame, played at the Lake Highlands
nal use_
Prep Gym, was never close from the
opening jump ball, as the Knights
simply had too much speed for
25 ¢to $1.00
their slower opponents.
Set of Four $1. 75
Guard Mike Clark led the
onslaught with 32 points, mostly
The FTU wrestlers continued
their dominance in the next match as
on driving layups. But it could have
Pat Murphy took down Herbert
been more. Clark passed off to
Latamore in 6: 06. Then Pete Ledaire
teammates on numerous occasions
when he could have taken the shot
had to settle for a decision over
Rattler Dave Phillips by a 20-4
himself. In addition, FTU Coach
· "Torchy" Clark gave him periodic
decision.
rests so the rest of the team could
Dave Olson of FTU had an easy
join in the fun.
time of it, as he needed only 52
Joining Clark in double figure
C-THRU Protractors
second to pin Alphonso Livingston
scoring were Ed Fluitt, Tom Bowie,
in the 100-pound class. It wasn't as
Zettie McCrimmon and Ed Smith
Made of clear, transparent
easy
as
Jim
Mikson's
match,
with
17, 15, 14 and 14 points
material.
ho we.ver. Mikson won the
respectively. In all, it was a
158-pound category by forfeit since
balanced team attack with just
6"size
$2.00
Florida A&M had no wrestler in that
about anyone scoring at will against
8"size
$3.00
category.
the hapless Engineers.
lO"size
$4.00
"They were much quicker than
Charlie Patton decisioned Jimmy
us,"
moaned FIT coach Bing
Moore of the Rattlers by a score of
Yandle in the dressing room. .
14-2 before F AMU finaJly got on the
Quite an understatement. The
scoreboard. Winn Palmore pinned
Knight defense, especially Ed
FTU's Bill James in a tough match in
Smith, was swarming all over the
3:3'?.
court all night. They were credited
In the 190-pound category FTU's
with 23 steals in the game and
Dominick Mandicott pinned A&M's
caused uncountable bad passes.
Willard Dudley in 3:24. In the final
Coach Clark tried to keep the score
match FTlI's John Rouse wrestled
down, but even his substitutes
to a draw with Charlie Stockton, 2-2.
scored from all over the court. For
example, Dan Rice quickly rang up
seven
points in the eight minutes he
Clear, Transparent
FTU GUARD Mike Clark leaves an unidentified FIT player flat-footed
played. So did newcomer Mike
Scholastic Triangles.
as he lays in two points in last Friday's victory. Clark was high man for the Earwood, who looks like he may
4" to 24"
·
The archery team is busy Knights, with 32 points. Four other FTU players hit double fiJ!Ufes in ~e push someone for a starting job
preparing for the Florida Collegiate easy win.
(Photo by Chuck Seithel) pretty soon.
Indoor Championships February - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The largest crowd of the season
turned out to root the Knights on
12. FTU's team will host the
tournament at the Gator Indoor
to victory. FIT was also represented
Archery Lanes in Orlando.
as.about 100 students made the trip
The FTU archers practice once a
from Melbourne for the game.
The game was over about three
week, on Thursdays at the FTU
softball field. They are practicing at
minutes after it started. The Knight
distances of 20 yards, the distance
FTU's Farrell Byrd s.et a Florida
Byrd, lifting in the 132-pound fast break was devastating as Fluitt
which will be shot in the February state record as he led h1s team to a class, pressed 245 pounds over his and Don Mathis, who pulled in 13
C-THRU
Adjustable Triangle
tournament.
sw~ep ?f. the Flori~ As_sociation head to establish the record. He rebounds, cont rolled the
Any student is eligible to enter We1ghthftmg <?hamp10nsh1ps, held also won medals in the meet for backboards and started the fast
Permits tracing any angle
at the FTU Library last Saturday. highs in the snatch and the clean break with quick outlet passes.
the tournament.
from 0 to 90 degrees.
and jerk. His 690 points were the Fluitt probably played his finest
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~w~ed pod~ by ~yo~ ~ fue oH~l
~~
He ~~b~ 15
Sizes 6", 8", and 10"
meet.
rebounds, scored 17 points,
Other first place trophies blocked four shots and had several
$2.00 to $4.80
~
•--·~··I'S
garnered by FTU were George assists.
Every FTU player scored with
- •
- Regan (148-lb. class), Marty Lee
(198-lb. class), Jeff Hines and Kirk the exception of guard Mike
Stone earned third place trophies. Mallone. But even he contributed
Harvey Newton, lifting in the two assists in the short time he
0 242-lb. category, had the high lifts played.
Coach Clark said after the game,
for his class in the press and the
snatch. But he missed on all his "I'll take a win anyway I can get
behind JAi ALAI
attempts in the clean and jerk lift it."
But it is pretty obvious that this
Circular Protractors
178 Oxford Rd. Fern Park :~~' n~~~~~~;~· received no total is the
kind of game he really enjoys.
4 .1

C-THRU Transparent
French Curves

Rebounding from a loss to John
Carroll University, the Knight
matmen won the first seven matches
to put the contest out of reach. Paul
Allard got the Knights rolling with a
pin of Percy Berry in 2:24 of the
second period. In the 126-pound
category Walter Wilce pinned Larry
Holland of Florida A&M.

Archery Club
Shoots Daily

FT u L•ft
I e rs w•
In
D u a I AA u Meet

Levi's

Better 1han Pants

.LEVI SHOP i·ackets
ieans
•
t
knits
1ecins
up
cords
size 48
bells
straights

Clear Transparent C-TH RU
Protractors.
6"size
8"size
lO"size

$2.00

$3.00
$4.00

,-~~~~&&&~-~~&~~~---·-i-~-~-~~~~ Teams
In~from
~U~rs~~~~~
the University of

·

~ THE

Wn~~im~.~es~ iHu.~
.CAMPING & CANOE CENTER

.East-Central Florida.s Equipment & Supply Headquarters

for
C-THRU
Protractor Rulers
All-Purpose student
ruling and drawing
instrument.
25 ¢each

Many other types available.

george

~ . Stuart
CHIC• WllM

133 East Robinson

CAMPERS·- HIKERS-· CANOEISTS
We specialize in outfitting Hikers, Backpackers and Cyclists
o Backpacks by Gerry, Kelty and Camp Trails
o Rucksacks by LaFuma and Mille1
o Tyrolean "Wafflc-Stomper" Hiking Boots
o Wigwam hiking socks and knit caps
o Lightweight down sleeping bags
o Freeze· dried TrajJ Foods - Wide selection
o Rain suits and ponchos
o Lightweight Nylon and Poplin tents
o Lant.ems, stoves and cookware
o Books on camping, hiking and nature study
o Camping knives, saws and axes
o Canoes by Old Town, Grumman, St:minole
o Kayaks by Hans Klepper and Old Town
1426 LAKE DRIVE COCOA
(305) 632-3070
Tues. thru Sat. 9:30 to 5:30-"'1urs. Eve. till 8:30
Closed Sun. & Mon.
Take S.R. 520, turn left at fust traffic light east or

••••••••I-11

Florida, Florida Sta'te, St.
Petersburg YMCA and the
Jacksonville Athletic League were
present.
An added attraction was the
presence of Joe Dube, 1969
Superheavyweight Weightlifting
Champion of the World. He gave a
snatching exhibition; first power
snatching 300 pounds, then 335
pounds. He then attempted to set
an American record of 375 pounds.
He failed, however.

S~s

NEWS

~

COMING ATTRACTIONS

"Adam's Rib," starring
Katharine Hepburn aqd Spencer
Dais Flower Shop
Tracy is the fea tu re shown tonight
at
8: 30 p.m. in the Science
~
Auditorium. Admission is 50 cents.
Delivery available
in Orlando, Winter The Coffeehouse will be open
Park and Sanford.
afterwards.
Two Canadian films, "The
Universe" and "Toys", are being
:--.10%
• I
Discount
semmo
e pIaza shown Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
}.7~1 sbidents on
General Classroom Building, room
Cash Purchases
115. The films part of Vincent,s
Good Anytime
Movie Machine, are free to FTU
•
.M_ast_ei_c_har_g_~_B_an_k_A_m_er_ic_·a-rd- persons. .

FOR THE

•••••••••I ..___
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Wrestling Requires
Good Conditioning

"SPIRIT" SPEAKER

~--

By Shelby Strother

,

Last Friday I had my fi~t opportunity to watch a collegiate
wrestling match. And I must confess that, if it didn't precede the FTU
basketball game, I probably wouldn't have gone to see it. But I have
really been .missing something. FTU's wrestling team demolished their
opponent, Florida A&M, but that was irrevelant to me. Wrestling is a
tense, exciting sport. The secret isn't brute strength, as I had thought.
Instead, quickness and conditioning are the key factors in wrestling.
FTU's team is well-coached and in exceJlent condition. They deserve an
audience. I urge everyone to come out and watch their next match.

•

it
,

.

\~-

Now that the Dallas Cowboys are the champions of professional
football, I suggest a game be set up between them and the Nebraska
Cornhuskers for the real showdown in football supremacy.

--

METAL SOCIETY

Don't you think it's about time to put the dunk back in college
basketball? . I mean Lew Alcindor, for whom the anti-dunk law was
established, has been graduated, joined the pros, and even changed his ·
name. Seven-foot basketball players are here to stay. The dunk is one of
the most spectacular shots in basketball and should be brought back.

FARRELL BYRD strains as he sets a new Florida state record by
pressing 245 pounds in last week's weightlifting meet held at FTU. Byrd,
who only weighs 131 pounds, set the record for his weight class on his first
attempt

Mike Clark, FTU's high scoring guard in basketball, may not be the
best ballplayer in his family after too much longer. His little brother,
Bo, is only in the ninth grade, yet shoots like an All-American. His
father, Torchy Clark, says that his shooting eye is "downright scary."
Bo Clark is not a stranger to the Knight basketball team. In addition to
being ball boy and statistician, he has taken part in practice scrimmages
against the playe!s themselves, and played well, too.

Netters Begin Se.,0son
With FAU Febru.,0ry 5

While on the subject of Knil!hts' baskeball team, there are two new
players on the team. Theyare Mike Earwood and Mike Mallone. Actually
Mallone isn't a newcomer to the team. Until he reinjured his ankle in a
preseason mishap, Mallone was part of Coach Clark's guard-oriented
offense. He also played on last year's team. Earwood is a transfer
student.
Intramural basketball has started. Early picks are for ATO, TKE and
Faculty-Staff. But from where I sit, the GDI team looks the best. They'll
do anything to win.
Last week, one of the burning ismes of our time was incorrectly
reported. My head must have been out in Red China to have made such
a glaring error. I said that the Faculty Staff team was leading in the race
for the Overall Intramural Championships. Actually Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity_leads by four points. I throw myself on the mercy of the
fraternal order and ask for forgiveness. Seriously, the TKEs and Faculty
Staff have been battling it out all year and deserve to have their efforts
properly reported.

.

Soccer season starts Sunday. If you want to see~ fast-moving sport
with plenty of action and excitement, be at Colonial High School
football field at 2 p.m. when FTU will meet HIT of Cocoa Beach.
Dan Rice, reserve forward, told me the other day the reason for the
Knights' basketball success this year is due to teamwork. "I've played
for a lot of different basketball teams, but never one that wor,ked
together as this one," Rice grinned. He says it's an honor to be a, part of
the Knights this year. Rice plays a big part, too. The team really doesn't
suffer while he is in there.
Someone told me they just arrived here from Ne'w York, where they
saw Howard Coseli walking his pet rat. Say what you want about the
"diminutive" Mr. Cosen but he gives sports broadcasting a touch of
individuality.
·

-

'

Date
2-5-72
2-9
2-11
2·17
2-19
2-23

Opposition
FAU
FIT
FAU
Embry-Riddle
FIT
US F

Place
Boca Raton
Melbourne
Home
Home
Home
Tampa

3-11

Presbyterian
(S. C.)

Home

IO a.m.

3-23
3-28
3-29
4-11
4- 19
4-29

Cornell
lllinois
Embry-Riddle
Cumberland
Rollins
F SU

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

2p.m.
2p.m.
2p.m.
2p.m.
2 : 30 p.m.
9: 30 a.m.

_jbti.lie

Brevard cOmmunity College in Cocoa has been putting out great
basketball teams for many years. This year is no exception. I wonder if
Torchy Clark would be interested in a real darkhorse prospect for next
season. His name if Darius Segure. Although "only" 6'5", Segure can
touch a mark 12"feet, 4 inches off the ground. A basketball rim is 10
feet up to give you an idea of this guy's jumping ability.
Put me on the list of those who feel the weightlifting team ' needs a
place of their own to practice. It's pretty bad when the school library
serves as a weight room.

SFORJS
NEWS

'

Soccer On Sunday
Soccer starts at FTU Sunday as
the Knight team takes on HIT of
Cocoa Beach at 2 p.m. at the
Colonial High football field.
The team has been practicing
daily for the first game. New
members Edward Vaya, Sam
Hopkins, Eugenio Vaza and Mitch
Varn will add depth to the team.
There will be no admission
charged for the game Sunday.

The Goldsox, FTU's baseball team, are tying to go big time this
season. At least they are playing a big time schedule. They are sceduled
to play Florida Southern College, last year's small college national
champs. A man named Hal Smeltzly coaches Florida Southern and he
will give the Goldsox more than they want as far as baseball knowledge
is concerned. I know ·- 'way back in 1964, I was a wild, skinny pitcher
for Mr. Smeltzly and learned more baseball in one year than I ever
thought existed.

JOIN Alt THE GOOD
SPORTS AT DEL ROSSO'S

~portsman~
Hwy. 17-92

cAssneERR,

T~tn·
PH.· .131.0077

1)ii;;}

. Lastly, another bit of baseball trivia: Who led the American League
m homeruns last year? The answer, well, tell you next issue.

THE MAN
·--NEW TIME

JESUS ·
9PM----

A Discussion
Dorm C Lounge
Each Tuesday Night
S on so.red By~ Universit G--hristian Students

Howard Higgins is coming to
expose the "spirits." Speaking to
students at 11 a.m. Tuesday in the
Science Auditorium, Higgins will
give a sample seance, followed by
an exp I an at i o·n of how
unscrupulous fortunetellers deliver
"messages from the dead" and learn
hidden "secrets."
Higgins' interest in unprincipled
mediums developed during a study
of psychic phenomena which was a
project for his doctorate degree in
psychology. He is a former dean of
Emerson College, Boston, and head
of the division of psychology and
education.
Dr. Matrin Wanielista, assistant
professor of civil engineering, will
discuss plastics and pollution at
next Thursday's meeting of the
Central Florida Chapter of the
American Society for Metals.
Wanielista is appearing as the
second speaker in a four-part
lecture and demonstration series on
the role of plastics in modern
technology. Two more meetings are
scheduled for February 10 and 17.
The meetings are held in the
conference room of the First
National Bank of Orlando from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Time
2p.m.
· 2p.m.
2p.m.
2p.m.
10 a.m.
3p.m.

.

The true
story
of
Rt.17-92 8t LEE Rd.
Winter Park . 644-6000
history's
OPEN
Gene biggest
1 1 :45 Hackman
heroin·
bust!
. 2:20
1

4:15
' 6:05
8:00
9:55 :

.20

CE•ruaY-FOl PIESHTS

THE
FRENCH
CONNECTION

~

~

Store For Men

,,

GOLDEN TRIANGLE SHOPPING CENTER.
MT. DORA
WINTER PARK MALL
SANFORD PLAZA
ORANGE BLOSSOM CENTER
PARKWOOD PLAZA

OPEN

'TILL
9P.M.

NOW AT -THE HIS
STORES FOR MEN

APPl:AJ'.ING
NIGHnY

'HAL
.JAMES V
FEATURING
KEN& DIANE

h.i.s.

CORDUROY SPORT COATS
"The Real Fashion Coats"
"Belted or Beltless"

$45.00

he wants hers fro

Sizes 36 to 46
Reg. and Long

•
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1~ Campus Glances ~1
COFFEEHOUSE REOPENS
Steve and Doug Armstrong are
featured performers at the first
Coffeehouse of the winter quarter
tonight at 10 p.m. after the movie,
"Adam's Rib."
The Coffeehouse is located in
the Multi Purpose Room of the

FREE
BU-S RIDE

••
••
•••
......................................................................................................••
SIGMA DELTA

Sigma Delta professional
journalism society will hold its first
meeting of the quarter 7 p.m.
Wednesday at 140 Magnolia in
Oviedo. This meeting will take
place following a curry dinner, and
will primarily be a business
meeting.
Members are reminded that
quarterly dues of $2 are being
accepted by treasurer Sharon Marek
and that they may pay their dues at
the meeting.
All students interested jn the
news editorial aspect of
communication, both printed and
electronic, are invited to attend.
Those who plan to come are
asked to contact Sigma Delta
advisor James Couch (275-2865) or
president Mary Anna Jackson
(275-2606) no later than noon
Tuesday.
BIOLOGY CLUB

The Biology Club held another
of its infamous parties last Friday.
The usual merriment and fun
abounded, and thanks go to sandy
an4 Steve.

A Biology Club field trip to the
Everglades is planned for February
11 - 13. Camping and collecting are
included in recreation. All
interested persons may contact Dr.
Henry Whittier or Bob.Pohlad.
The next club meeting will be 11
a.m. Tuesday in SC 335.

be set up from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
of thee week of January 31.
Anyone interested in this or any
aspect of physics may come to the
club's meeting 3:30 p_m. Thursday.

Florida Institute
of Technology
Jan. 28, 1972

YOUNG REPUBLICANS

YOUNG DEMOCRATS

State Senator Ken Plante will be
the featured guest at the Tuesday
meeting of_ the FTU Young
Republicans. The meeting will be
held 11 a.m. in LR 211, and the
topic for discussion will be the
upcoming session of the Florida
VETERANS GROUP
Legislature. The acitivity calendar
There will be organizational will also be ~scussed and projec_ts
meeting of FTU service veterans in for the remainder of the year will
AD 147 at 11 a.m. Tuesday. All be outlined_
veterans are invited.
CHESS CLUB

The Young Dei:iocrats will meet
1~ a.m. Tuesday m LR 210. Work
wdl be done to prepare for the
presidenti~ ~andidates coming to
campus withm the next two weeks.

Interested students may sign up in
Student Government Office:

LR 218.
Departure times are posted there

PHYSICS SOCIETY

The Physics Society is working
again. This wuarter the club will set
up physics demonstrations during
Kaleidoscope '72. These
demonstrations, which will include
holograms, induction coils, lasers
and other amazing what-nots, will

The next meeting of the Chess
Club will be held 7 p.m. Monday in
EN 202. The club will begin using
an international rating system, and
anyone interested in the
competition is invited to come and
bring a friend. Players are also
asked to bring their own boards.

Can b)e kn()ll) 1'e future?
i.wnr tt.ll 0
"""' clo

lalCll

1.ctrt "'!J$ft:

st

t)lro•.s' :f'zre ~11ecl 9

JP.> cl.Ul HU! 1fasroN mecliwn cau~ tf.c
II

Village Center. There is no
admission charge and refreshments
are free. Performers interested in
participating in Coffeehouse
presentations should call Ross
Stuckey or Kevin Murphy at
275-4303, or contact the VC office.

corpse oj &. MEW HAM.PS#lllE llMUIUjl~tw-er
-to srr up Cl.Jld -muc to lli:s w1oocv?·
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Buses will return at night.
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IF YOU WE E BORN TODAY
R
:
Part your hair on the other
_(.t. . side this week. It will make a
'l:"i"'
·
•
~ change m your personality and
'l:'f' your appearance. In fact, that 15
year old with the paternity suit
against you might not even
~ recognize you, or be able to pick
'l:"i"' you out of a line - up. It,s worth
a try, anyway.

0

n t e

ood,

es1dent Seer -

I!:
'l:"i"'

ff

f r re nt

#

~AQUARIUS:
Your sister was seen last week
with 14 small-t?ed
gnomes,
k
who, by profession, are some
~ what lecherous. Actually, to say
somewhat lecherous is one of
~ the understatements of the year.
~ Th
b
.
{4ey proba ly rate 1ust under tor a date, at least on the first
~ Tyrone S. Horni as the most call. I mean, after all, you hardly
'l:"i"' lecherous beings on this, or any know one another.
other, world. Take care that
~ there are no more meetings of
ConfidentiaJ to
-er th·is ty pe, unIe.ss I am mv1
· ·t ed . I
'DISTRAUGHT CANCER
have been trymg to get lessons
I M"d
·f M
n 1 wi e, 0 ·:
{tr from the little beggars for years,
{tr but they are still holding out.
Your relations with a man
that wealthy could only lead to
~ PISCES:
unhappiness. Trap hi·m i·nto
'l:"i"'
Org Illne
d b d t·d·
~
·
ss an
a 1 mgs. maniage anyway. However, you
All manner of evil thoughts. could always get a divorce and
'l:"i"' Shapes of forboding darkness. soak him for all he,s worth, or
Disaster is imminent. You wait until he died (it was a sad,
should brush your t~eth once in
~
untimely death, being whirled to
'l:"i"' a while.
d~ath in the clothes dryer) and
A AIRES:
take possession of the entire
'l:"i"'
estat ·e. Remember the
{(Bewar~! ~ case of the Blac.k significance of the suffering
Deat~, ~isgmsed ~ th~ flu, IS before the reward. Besides, you
hea~mg m y~ur ~rrectio~. ~e could make life miserable for
A
obvious solution is. to ~1sgmse. him in the interim, and he might
yourself as a parrot, m which the leave you alone in the castle.

*{4-

*
-S-

*
*
:.g:
*
*
*ff
:g_

~~tl~~~~~~oo~~li~~in~~~yoo

~
'l:"i"'

{4{4A
~
A
'l:"i"'
k

~

{4{tr
~

*t
'l:"i"'

mterest. Polly want a cwacker? in trouble, it would only boost
his ego, and he would probably
TAURUS:
·d
f
As the year turns around, consi er it a avor anyway.
prepare your ice skates for the LE2h your problems will
worst. Remember: Khrushchev suddenly zap into proportion
was a farmer once, too, and look this weekend when a large crack
what they did to him.
in the earth's crust will open up
Mysterious deaths are common and swallow Kansas. you will
among heavy - set farmers. not be so fortunate as to be in
Keep your shoes off the table, Kansas at the time. The only
rm trying to eat....
trick Monday will be to train
GEMINI:

You should be more cauxious
'l:"i"' about m~ing obscene phone
calls. Its considered highly
~ unorthodox to identify oneself
'l:"i"' before starting the breathing,
etc. What ever you do, ~owever,
~Y all means stop askmg them

ff

**

everybody in Kansas to jump in
the air and click their heels
together three times. ("Oh, it,s
so good to be home again, Aunt
Em.,,)
VIRGO·
The· art department has
developed a new technique in
casting in bronze, and they want

ENTERTAINMENT
SUBSIDY PROGRAM

BOOK EXCHANGE
ALL BOOKS AND MONEY MUST BE PICKED
UP BY 3 P.M. TODAY

LR 243

Florida State Theatres: Tickets 75 ¢
. Colony: "Strawdogs" - Dustin Hoffman
Beacham: "Dirty Harry" - Clint Eastwood
Plaza:

#l

to try-it out on your The "d .
1
·
.
-·
ea is
thi~._ Fust they get a pot of
bo1lmg bronze, and then tie your
feet to a winch - system .. .look
at 1•t th"
It
Id
h
1 ~ way.
cou on1Y e1p.
LIBRA.
· You bear your burdens like a
t.rue Spartan. Why don't you eat
bke one? Try a diet of dried
berries and parched corn for
about three weeks and you'll see
why th e Spart ans cou Id bear so
much. Better yet, feed your
friends dried berries and parched
c?rn. ~hey need to bear quite a
bit whlle they are around you.
SCORPIO:
Had it been a more common
practice several year ago, you
w Id h
b
b rt d
ou
ave een a o e , as a
malformed fetus. In fact, you
may have been aborted after all,
but just refused to die. What a
crushing disappointment you
must
be to your re al mo th er ~n d
f
ather, whoever he was. Imagme
expecting a boy, and getting a
eunuch. They even had a good
name picked out for you. Did
you know that your present
f 0 lk d t d
? It
all
s a op e you·
was re Y
not an adoption, however, they ?.)""-----------had to pay for the rabies shot
Interested in flying? See Orlando,
and buy you a tag but they later ~ fFl!Uht Disney from the air. Other
f
d
!
?.)"" 1g s arranged at reasonable rates.
oun
out their horrendous ~Con tact Skip Pfeiffer at 671-7257.
·
tak
h
t
?i'
mis e, w en you a e your *
bSrAoGthieTrT.ARIUS·.
~
WE HAVE NEW
1

**

{4-

Two weekend cruises to the
*lllllllllllllllllllllllllnlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Bahru:ias are being of~ered through
~Publ_ic Auction: A 1960 Ford the.VillageCenterdunngtheE_aster
?i' Station Wagon, sale where is as is
holidays.
*Arrangements to inspect item ca~
The "Bahama Star,, will s ·
~be m~de by cal Ii ng 2661 from M·a1 1. t 4 . 45
F ·aaail
?i' Purchasing. Auction will be held at M h 31 m da
: . p.m. n Y,
~3 p.m. on Thursday Jan 27 in
arc
an amve m Nassau at 9
?i' Sui.te . 360 of the A dministratiop a.m. Saturday. Passengers may
*Building, FTU Campus.
either stay on board or tour N
4* 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111
•
•
ass~u. ·
{I}
O
The Village Center is offenng
this tour at $107 .50 per person
4* ' 1111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~1111111111 with three or four per cabin. Rates
4* Nof~wFT2U-bedFroo11 m dupletxeds 4Cmi. N include cruise, cabin, all meals, port
~
. u y carpe e . entral t
d t·ips a b oard sh.ip.
?i' heat & air. Appliances, drapes & axes an
t}- water furnished. $150/mo.
Another tour is scheduled for
4* R I D G E W O O D V I L LAG E Nassau and Freeport at $57 .50,
~ 1~~1~1tr1fuffi1fri11111111111111111111111111111111111111 111 1 1111111111111111111111111 ,. fou~ to a cabin., or ~79.50, two .to a
?i'
cabm. The ship WJJl leave Miami
t}Friday, March 31, at 4:45 p.m. and
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111
~
.
arrive in Freeport that night at 10.
~
Stut~e nt,l part-timMe 1Job. 8: 30 or 9 Passengers may stay aboarrl ship or
?i' p.m. 111
a.m.
a e or female tax• .
F
~ 645-3811.
·
1 mto
reeport.
?i' Addressers Needed. Homeworkers
4* earn to $150. For info send 25
Rates include cruise, cabin,
4* cents and stamped, addressed t~vo meals a day;--breakfast and
~ envelope to Box 12213, Gainesville, either lunch or dinner--and port
?i'
Fla. 3260 1.
taxes •
-""- 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
•
?i'
•
Reservations must be made
.!t1.
?.i""
before the first week in February,
*1111111111111111~111111111111!111111n11111m.'1111111111111111111mmn111111n11111111111111 and may be placed with Linda
Tutoring m written and spoken Eastman at the VC.
6F7re8nclh08byf native speak~r. Call
- 2 a ter 6 p.m. or write FTU
~Box 26, 576.

"Kotch" -:- Walter Mathau
20 year old guy marries
80 year oJd woman-Far out! Starring
Ruth Gordon

# 2 "Harold and Maude" -

WOMETCO Theatres: Park East and Park West
Tickets in Student Government Office

LR 209

.

h eI p -w a nt ed

4*

58 rVIC eS

4*
4*

4*

*
?i'

Wagon Wheel Ranch

HORSES FOR RENT
RIDI NG INSTRUCTION
Make reservations now
f.o r Overnite Camping Trip
on Horseback, Jan 29th.
Plenty of good food!
Call 568-4411

Ignore all bottled warnings. 4*
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Hold your breath until you turn
TO SAVE YOU MONEY.
blue. Kick your feet in the air ~
and scream and shout. Hold out ?i'
4 lines - $1.00
until you get what you want, or 4*
~re~. Yoo sh~d ~~e4* · r------------~===========~
bottled propane for the ultimate 4*
in "highs.',
?i'
CAPRICORN:
4*
PAINTED WOMAN! Have ~~ ;
you no shame? What makes you ?i'
~
think you are exempt from the ?$"
Corner of t::-ast 50 and Alafaya T ·1
4*
moral laws of our society? I reel
·
ra1
back to learn of your activities
OPEN From 6 am - 10 pm from the stars. I am horror
stricken to find all these things
Mon. - Sat.
Complete brake job for $45
out about a nice girl like you.
~
Disgusting. I'm free every
~
Sun. 8 am - 8 pm .
Complete tune-up for $21
Wednesday night around 9:30. ~I

~.

Don 's

UNIVERSITY GULF

*4*

#'

e

Phone 273-0402

SERVICE CALLS

r--....;.=-==-=.:..::.:.~~~?$'2:--?==========================::!.

